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Let K be a complex Hubert space and H a closed subspace. It is shown that if a 2 x 2 selfadjoint operator matrix J7~ with positive diagonals on K ffi K is positive on H ffi H1-, then there exists a 2 x 2 operator matrix !? with the same diagonals such that ¿T is positive on K ffi K and ¡7 is the restriction of J7" to H ffi H-1. When !T is in a von Neumann algebra, we consider the problems of finding H~ in the same algebra. This lifting theorem has applications to weighted norm inequalities for conjugation operators on analytic operator algebras.
1. Introduction. Let 2f(K) be the set of all bounded linear operators on a complex Hubert space K and 38 a von Neumann algebra on K. Let H be the closed subspace of K and sf a (perhaps nonselfadjoint) weakly closed subalgebra of 38 which has H as an invariant subspace. We study 2x2 operator matrices F = (Tij) on K © K where T%3 G 38 (i,j = 1,2), Tn > 0, T22 > 0 and T^ = T,2.
[38] denotes the set of such operator matrices ZT. This problem is related with a lifting theorem of Cotlar and Sadosky [4] for the disk algebra and a generalized lifting theorem of the author and Yamamoto [10] for a general uniform algebra. In the special case, they consider the problem above when 38 is commutative. In our main theorm in §2, we do not assume that 38 is commutative and we establish a lifting theorem. We then exhibit some examples in §3 and obtains two operator theoretic type Helson-Szegö in §4 (cf. [6, 7] ).
General lifting theorem.
Let 9~ be the subset of latsf, the lattice of all J^-invariant projections, then for any T in 38 dist(T,sf) > sup \\(1-P)TP[\.
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Many concrete examples satisfy the following conditions (I) and (II) (see §3).
(I) There exists a subset !F in lat sf such that for any T in 38
(II) Every invertible positive operator in 38 has the form A* A = BB*, for some invertible A and B in sf.
(I) is a kind of Nehari's theorem for Hankel operators (cf. [12, 8, 3, 13 and 9] ). (II) is a factorization of Szegö-Cholesky type (cf. [5, 3 and 13] ). The following is a lifting theorem under the conditions (I) and (II). Then we say that (38,s/ ,&~) has the lifting property when the conclusion of the theorem holds. By the hypothesis (II), for any positive integer n there exist two invertible operators An and Bn in sf such that Tn + 1/n = A*nAn and T22 + 1/n = BnBn.
Since P e lats/, AnPK = PK and Bn(l -P)K = (1 -P)K, and hence for any / G PK and g G (1 -P)K KS-^A-V,^2 <(/,/)(<?,!,).
By the hypothesis (I), for any positive number e there exists Dn,e in sf such that HB-^iaA"1 +Dn,e|| < sup ||(1 -P)Bñ1Ti2A-1P\\ +e < 1 + e. (see [3] ). Assuming I? is well-ordered, (II) is valid by [13] . The theorem shows that (¿&,sf ,&~) has the lifting property. to be the closed subspace of Lp of elements T for which (1 -P)TP = 0 for all P e f. In particular L°° = 38 and H°° = sf. Let Po be the orthogonal projection from L2 onto H2 and y = {P0}. By [13] , with y = {P0} property (I) holds, that is, dist(T,fi00) = ||(l-Po)TPo||.
(Here T acts by left multiplication.) Assuming W is well-ordered, (II) is valid by [13] again. The theorem shows that (L°°,H°°,Po) has the lifting property.
(2) is known and was shown by Arocena and Cotlar [2] . However our proof is different from theirs and more operator theoretic. In (2) if U is a bilateral shift with multiplicity 1, then the lifting theorem is classical and was shown by Cotlar and Sadosky (cf. [4] ). We can show this using (3) and [3, Proposition 5.1].
Applications.
In this section, using the theorem we obtain the partial generalizations of the Helson-Szegö theorem and a theorem of Koosis as in [4 or 10]. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
